Quantitative Analysis of Fundus-Image Sequences Reveals Phase of Spontaneous Venous Pulsations
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Purpose: Spontaneous venous pulsation correlates negatively with elevated intracranial pressure and papilledema, and it relates to glaucoma. Yet, its etiology remains unclear. A key element to elucidate its underlying mechanism is the time at which collapse occurs with respect to the heart cycle, but previous reports are contradictory. We assessed this question in healthy subjects using quantitative measurements of both vein diameters and artery lateral displacements; the latter being used as the marker of the ocular systole time.

Methods: We recorded 5-second fundus sequences with a near-infrared scanning laser ophthalmoscope in 12 young healthy subjects. The image sequences were coregistered, cleaned from microsaccades, and filtered via a principal component analysis to remove nonpulsatile dynamic features. Time courses of arterial lateral displacement and of diameter at sites of spontaneous venous pulsation or proximal to the disk were retrieved from those image sequences and compared.

Results: Four subjects displayed both arterial and venous pulsatile waveforms. On those, we observed venous diameter waveforms differing markedly among the subjects, ranging from a waveform matching the typical intraocular pressure waveform to a close replica of the arterial waveform.

Conclusions: The heterogeneity in waveforms and arteriovenous phases suggests that the mechanism governing the venous outflow resistance differs among healthy subjects.

Translational relevance: Further characterizations are necessary to understand the heterogeneous mechanisms governing the venous outflow resistance as this resistance is altered in glaucoma and is instrumental when monitoring intracranial hypertension based on fundus observations.

Introduction

Spontaneous venous pulsation (SVP) is a rhythmic variation in vein diameter observed ophthalmoscopically at the optic nerve head in 80% to 90% of subjects.¹,² Its clinical relevance lies in differentiating early papilledema from pseudopapilledema³,⁴ and it serves as a negative marker for intracranial pressure above 14 mmHg.⁵ Lumbar puncture is considered to be more reliable than SVP monitoring to rule out elevated intracranial pressure (ICP). Still, improved SVP monitoring could benefit subjects requiring regular or long term ICP monitoring.⁶ Various associations have also been reported between SVP and glaucoma: (1) venous pulsation evoked by ophthalmodynamometry indicates higher venous pressure in glaucoma subjects,⁷–¹⁰ (2) SVP incidence is lower in glaucoma,¹¹–¹⁴ (3) SVP is related to the severity of functional damage,¹¹,¹³,¹⁵,¹⁶ and (4) SVP is predictive of disease progression.¹⁷–¹⁹ Obviously, SVP could be employed more efficiently if its etiology was better understood.

Understanding SVP etiology relies on a key point, namely when does venous collapse occur within the cardiac cycle? Since SVP was first observed, it has been reported that a collapse, partial or total, coincides with the systole.²⁰,²¹ Several hypotheses have been proposed based on this observation: (1) blood volume pulsation induces intraocular pressure (IOP) pulsation, occasionally overcoming intralumi-
nal venous pressure and thus collapsing veins,\(^1\) increased blood velocity during the systole induces intraluminal pressure reduction through the Venturi effect, leading to collapse,\(^2\) venous flow is constant while the IOP/ICP pressure-gradient pulsates, leading to translaminar pressure pulsation inducing collapse,\(^3\) and (4) pulsation is a self-excited oscillation as observed in collapsible tube, mode-locking on external periodic pressure fluctuations when present.\(^4\) The latter hypothesis does not require IOP or ICP pulsation: SVP occurs just because of the IOP/ICP pressure gradient. Self-excited oscillations can lead to collapse independent of the cardiac phase, or to pulse-synchronized pulsation at different phases. Hypothesis (1) was abandoned after IOP proved to be lower than venous pressure across the heart cycle in experiments on rats and cats\(^5\),\(^6\) while (2) through (4) remain. Recently, Kain et al.\(^7\) presented experimental results showing collapse occurring at diastole and proposed that hypothesis (3) could explain the pulsation assuming an inversion of the pulsatile pressure gradient during the heart cycle, i.e., that the ICP pulsation amplitude would be larger than the IOP’s. That study combined heart pulse synchronization with digital fundus imaging, thus allowing convenient replay of image sequences. Surprisingly, their results stand in opposition to previous observations, even to those using pulse-synchronized acquisition\(^8\) or cinematographic imaging techniques.\(^9\) Morgan et al.\(^10\) further strengthened the latter view by showing that the minimal vein diameter occurs in phase with minimal ICP and IOP, and conclude that the collapse occurs simultaneously with the intraocular and intracranial diastole. Kim et al.\(^11\) reached identical conclusions studying a large cohort.

We re-examine here the collapse timing quantitatively, using a newly developed method\(^12\) allowing visualization of arterial and venous pulsations on fundus image sequences. The advantage of this technique is to yield both objective ocular systole markers and collapse times from the same images. Briefly, fundus image sequences are corrected for slow and saccadic eye movements, and dynamic non-pulsating features are filtered using a principal component analysis (PCA). We applied this technique to near-infrared image sequences recorded in 12 young healthy volunteers and computed quantitative pulsatility metrics from the processed image sequences.

### Methods

#### Subjects

We analyzed fundus images acquired from the right eyes of 12 subjects, six men and six women, between 22 and 31 years of age, without known systemic or ocular pathologies and not taking potentially interfering medication. In our previous study,\(^12\) we described pulsations in nine of these subjects (S1–S8 and S11). All subjects were screened for IOP (11–19 mmHg), had normal ocular findings on slit lamp, scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO), and optical coherence tomography (OCT) examinations, and had a decimal visual acuity greater than or equal to 1.0 in the examined eye. This research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki\(^1\) and was approved by the local institutional ethics committee. The subjects provided written informed consent after a detailed explanation of the nature of the study and potential consequences.

#### Instrument

Image acquisition, preprocessing, and filtering were generally similar to that previously described.\(^12\) We summarize these steps below, detailing differences to the previous study.

Near-infrared images were acquired with a SLO (Spectralis HRA+OCT, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), which we equipped with custom near-infrared pupil monitoring for alignment. Two sequences of at least 45 images each were acquired in each subject at a rate of 9 images/s. Drug-free mydriasis was achieved by dimming the ambient light. To partially standardize perfusion and ICP, subjects were seated at least 20 minutes prior to recording. We provide raw images as open data to promote reuse of the dataset\(^14\),\(^15\) (see links in Supplementary Table S1 or the Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.56f1h). The files are TIFF image stacks including 50 images of 386 × 768 pixels, coded on an eight-bit linear grayscale table.

#### Image Preprocessing

This step generates image sequences free of eye movements and instrumental artifacts. First the images were trimmed to a vertical band including the optic disk, to exclude the central light reflex of the SLO. Then the images were registered. Finally, the images distorted by microsaccades during their...
acquisition (on average less than 15%) were replaced by reconstructions synthesized from adjacent images in a fade-out fade-in fashion (see Supplementary Table S1 for online visualization of the movies). Finally all sequences were trimmed to 35 images to provide uniform input to the next step. The algorithms for preprocessing and all following analysis and visualization were implemented using Igor Pro 6.1 (WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR).

PCA Filtering and Pulsation Maps

We performed a PCA to segregate the various components of the image sequences and retained those coding the pulsations to create new image sequences largely free of noise or other distractors. The resulting sequences together with the preprocessed sequences can be visualized online (Supplementary Table S1). The PCA-filtered sequences allow to distinguish quite minute pulsations. The most important are the SVP and the serpentine movement of the arteries. The serpentine movement is a lateral shift of the vessel, usually visible at bends. Waveform analysis of this movement suggested that it could serve as a marker of the arterial pressure waveform. To prepare for the next step, each movie and the principal components were scrutinized and lateral pulsations (red lines bordering arteries on the systolic movement side) and SVPs (blue arrows) or lack thereof were indicated on a map (Fig. 2).

Vessel Metrics

Selection of Measurement Sites

We selected arteries showing the strongest lateral movements. Sites were typically chosen at the apex of the most curved and regular segments, and distant from arteriovenous crossings, branching, and neighboring vessels. If no serpentine pulsation was observable, we selected the most likely location where lateral pulsation might still be measurable. SVP was observed either inside or proximal to the optic disk. Measuring diameters inside the disk would require individually-customized algorithms, as the appearance of the vessels and their surroundings are highly variable. For subjects presenting an SVP inside the disk, we selected the first suitable site outside, but closest to the disk. We then measured intensity profiles at both arterial and venous sites (white bars in Fig. 2). The origins of the intensity profiles (dots in Fig. 2) were set such that a positive arterial excursion corresponds to a pressure increase. The vessel metrics were retrieved from both preprocessed and PCA-filtered image sequences to test for potential PCA-introduced artifacts.

Vessel Diameter (Venous)

To facilitate super-resolution analysis, the 10-pixel wide intensity profiles were upsampled 10× and low-pass filtered. A sliding linear regression filter, adjusted for our near-infrared images, was applied to these intensity profiles to derive vessel metrics: first a sliding linear fit (20-pixels wide) was performed across the profile, yielding a smooth local slope. From the slope curve, the peaks and troughs were isolated.

Figure 1. Schematized view of previous reports of collapse times in the cardiac cycle. The collapse time is important to understand the etiology of spontaneous venous pulsation. Coccius’s report suggests a straightforward pressure-transfer effect of the systolic peak, while recent reports require a more complex model involving intracranial pressure.

Figure 2. Measurement sites of lateral arterial pulsation used as reference for ocular systole (white bars with red dots) and measurement sites of diameters at spontaneous venous pulsation (white bars with blue dots) in the 12 subjects. When no SVP was observed, venous segments proximal to the disk were measured. Dots indicate the origin (zero) of profiles. Serpentine arterial pulsation (red lines) and spontaneous venous pulsation sites (blue arrows) or lack thereof (empty-set symbols) are indicated.
Figure 3. Arterial displacements (red) and venous diameters (blue) over time, normalized by average vessel diameters. Vessels metrics were measured on image sequences after preprocessing (left) and after additional PCA filtering (right). Comparing the two columns demonstrates that PCA filtering did not introduce artifacts. Noncollapsed/collapsed veins as described in Figure 1 were never observed; instead diameters display complex waveforms over time. The waveforms show different temporal relations, for example, in S3 troughs in the venous diameter signal coincide with arterial systolic peaks, whereas in S9, the venous diameter waveforms and arterial displacements (proxy for arterial pressure) are very similar in shape and without time delay.
by thresholding above and below half heights and depths; then the centroids of the remaining hills and valleys were calculated. The vessel diameter was defined as the distance between these centroids; its time course was measured across images.

**Vessel Displacement (Arterial)**

Displacement is change of position over time. Here, position was defined as the mean of the position of the two centroids defined above. Compared with other approaches (single-edge location, central reflex) this proved optimal in noise rejection and immunity to local vessel appearance variations.

**Combined Visualization of Vessel Metrics**

We normalized the lateral arterial displacement signals and venous diameter signals over the mean diameter of the temporal segment considered, and represented them jointly (Fig. 3). The sequence of subjects is organized from high (top) to low (bottom) subjective pulsation-detectability and factors-in simultaneous arteriovenous pulsations-availability and arteriovenous waveform temporal relations.

---

**Results**

**Pulsations and Measurement Sites**

Figure 2 shows the loci of lateral arterial pulsation and SVP on the fundi of the 12 subjects. Nine subjects presented serpentine pulsation and five SVP. Of the five subjects showing an SVP, one (S7) had an SVP only inside the disk, which required measuring venous diameter elsewhere: this SVP is particular as the pulsation is a movement of the segment diving into the optic nerve head rather than a change in diameter (also observed in S9). In S4, we could not measure the segment showing SVP outside of the disk due to the proximity of an artery, and thus measured farther away.

Figure 3 illustrates normalized arterial displacements (red) as an ocular arterial pressure surrogate, and venous diameters (blue) over time, after preprocessing and after additional PCA filtering. Comparison between preprocesses and PCA-filtered data revealed that filtering did not induce artifacts, thus corresponding waveforms were good for further analysis. Comparing the measured waveform to a typical waveform (fast systolic upslope and peak followed by a slower diastolic downslope, possibly with a dichrotic notch), revealed that PCA filtering improved the measured signals, at least in subjects S3, S4, S6, S9, revealing identifiable systole upslope onsets. Overall, an arterial pulsation was usable as a time reference in seven subjects and a venous pulsation in eight. Four subjects presented both (S3, S4, S6, and S9) after PCA filtering, which allowed to investigate the temporal relation between venous pulsation and arterial ocular systole.

“Ideal” model behaviors (noncollapsed/collapsed) of veins, as illustrated in Figure 1, were never observed. Instead, we see complex waveforms. S3 and S9 displayed the extremes in terms of temporal relation to the ocular systole. In S3, troughs in the venous diameter signal coincide with arterial systolic peaks. In S9, venous diameter and arterial displacement waveforms are very similar and without time shift. In intermediate subjects (S4 and S6), the venous waveforms are more difficult to make out due to lower signal to noise ratio (SNR) or less radical waveforms. The venous signal in S4 seems to show a slight delay between the arterial and venous systolic upslope onsets, and a more rounded waveform with a slower peak and diastolic decay. S6 reveals sharper peaks and resembles S9.

**Phase of Venous Collapse**

The perception of the temporal relationship between arteriovenous signals may not be straightforward when the amplitude of the pulsations signals is represented after normalization by vessel diameter (Fig. 3). Figure 4 allows inference at glance of the relationship in those four subjects that show both clearly recognizable arterial and venous pulsations. We normalized the PCA-filtered signals by peak-to-peak amplitude, after applying linear detrending (Fig. 4, left column). Systole onsets (Fig. 4, red diamonds) were detected automatically based on positive inflections processed over two points, and served to build pulse-averaged signals (Fig. 4, right column). This process allows classifying subjects by arteriovenous relationships as represented here from in- to out-of-phase.

**Objective Quantification of Arteriovenous Delays**

While phase relationships can be already visually inferred after applying appropriate signal processing and visualization methods (Fig. 4), objective and statistically testable quantification is necessary to pave the way for clinical studies. Arteriovenous lags are quantified by cross-correlation (Fig. 5, right column, peak tags) coupled with a 100,000-permutations Monte-Carlo significance test (Fig. 5, right...
The position of the peaks (labeled in the figure) shows, respectively, 0, 0, 0.11, and 0.22-s delays for S9, S6, S4, and S3. All delays are significant with \( P \) values below 0.001, indicating that the observed arteriovenous phase differences are not due to noise but genuinely physiologic.

**Test-Retest**

To assess stability of the temporal relations found per subject, we ran re-tests on the two subjects at opposing ends of the waveform relations. Figure 6 shows that the relations remain constant over 10 minutes, in spite of poorer SNR; simplified: in-phase in S9, out-of-phase in S3. Arteriovenous delays for test-retest are: 0/0 s for S9 and 0.22/0.22 s for S3. All four metrics are statistically significant (\( P < 0.001 \)) and confirm the intersubject heterogeneity in arteriovenous delays.

**Pulse Wave Propagation Along Arteries?**

A pressure change in a vessel propagates at a finite velocity: the pulse wave velocity (PWV). PWV in ocular circulation can be measured through diameter changes, but results differ widely.\(^{37-40}\) We compared lateral pulsatile displacement waveforms at several sites along arteries. As previously, we chose locations with strong lateral displacement (i.e., at curve apexes). Figure 7 illustrates simultaneous arterial lateral displacement signals in subjects S3 and S9. We observed no delay between signals within our present time resolution. This validates arterial displacements as a temporal reference for ocular systole pressure, and differs from the findings of a recent study\(^{40}\) reporting particularly slow values: for example, in young healthy patients, approximately six pulse pressure waves would travel over a retinal artery segment of 2 mm at normal heart rate. Additionally, arterial diameter signals at the measured locations (gray signals in Fig. 7) demonstrated systematically lower SNR than lateral displacements signals.

**Discussion**

Dynamic measurements of lateral arterial displacements and venous diameters at the site of SVP or near the disk from a fundus image sequence were obtained in four subjects. We found that the pulsating diameter of veins is not “either open or collapsed.” Venous waveforms differ between healthy subjects, and demonstrate differing temporal relations to the ocular systole.
Figure 5. Signals from Figure 4 (left column) and corresponding cross-correlations of the arteriovenous signals. On the latter, the positions of the central peaks are either at zero (S6 and S9) or showing a slight lag of the venous signal over the arterial signal (S4: one-point lag = 0.11 s, S3: two-points lag = 0.22 s). All central peaks are statistically significant: their amplitude exceed the $P = 0.001$ two-tailed envelopes (gray) computed with a 100,000-permutations Monte-Carlo significance test. This quantitatively confirms the visual aspect on the previous signals.

Figure 6. Test-retest assessment for two subjects with markedly different waveform relationships; left column: PCA-filtered trace, central and right columns: corresponding pulse-averages and cross-correlograms. The top subject (S9) shows a stable in-phase relationship between vein diameter (blue) and artery displacement (red) for the first test (top) and retest (10 minutes later, below). Subject 3 (bottom traces) shows an out-of-phase relationship.
Advantages of the Present Approach

Initial studies investigating the “time of collapse” were based on subjective ophthalmoscopic observations and remained controversial for decades. Imaging and, later, heartbeat-synchronized imaging provided more objective and quantitative observations, but still relied on remote references such as electrocardiogram or peripheral pulse oxymetry for synchronization. The present method retrieves simultaneously (1) a local systolic time reference from the arterial pulsation when available, and (2) vein metrics, via the same technique and from the same image sequence. Our measurements yield continuous, quantitative, and objective values without visual classification. The comfort of patients is maximized by use of near-infrared light illumination and noncontact measurements. This enables long recordings and does not interfere with IOP. Finally, preprocessed and PCA-filtered sequences yield local pulse-onset times, thus not necessarily relying on nonlocal analysis such as Fourier or correlation techniques.

Limitations

Compared with previous reports, this study enrolled relatively young individuals. With increasing age, arterial pressure waveforms will change due to stiffening of the arterial walls, thus a generalization to pathophysiological situations typically related with age would benefit from observations in older subjects.

SLO imaging is limited to top-view observable vessel segments. A first consequence is that deeper venous pulsations within the optic nerve head may be missed. A second consequence is that the shape of the vein cross-section remains unknown. As the transmural pressure decreases, the cross-section of an initially fully inflated vein will undergo shapes of a radially extended circular section, an ellipsoidal section, a dumbbell-like section, a dumbbell with contacting walls, peripheral bulbs joined by a central line where walls contact, and finally a fully collapsed line. Without the circular state, the apparent diameter of a vessel of undetermined cross-section may not be representative of the intraluminal section. Coherence-based techniques may overcome these two barriers.

Regarding the localized nature of SVP, while many reports assumed a constant venous flow upstream to the SVP site, pulsation has been observed using various techniques. Clearly, the constancy of the pulsation waveform along primary veins requires further study. We found that waveforms differ markedly between subjects; hence, a higher temporal resolution for better characterization should be sought in future investigations.

Figure 7. Waveforms for two sites of the same artery (indicated by white bars on fundus images at the left) for subjects 3 and 9. Artery displacements (red) show no delay between the two sites, indicating rapid pulse wave propagations in both subjects; thus, arterial displacements can function as time reference irrespective of measurement sites. Displacements (red) appear more appropriate as timing reference here than diameters (gray), given their higher signal-to-noise ratio.
Venous Waveforms Differ Among Subjects

The initial aim of this study was to determine the time at which veins collapse in the cardiac cycle. As we observed no temporally localized "collapse" (partial or total), diameter minima were considered. The timing of venous-diameter minima observed here shows two extreme behaviors as illustrated in Figure 8: in "type 1," minima coincide with arterial systolic upslopes, as in S3; and in "type 2," minima coincide with the end of arterial diastoles (or systolic upslope onsets), as in S9. These extreme types of minima, coinciding both with systolic time segments in some subjects, and diastolic time segments in others, reconcile previous contradictory studies supporting only one or the other. As discussed below, each type calls for a specific model to explain the respective waveform shapes. Intermediary cases, such as S4, may present a more moderate contribution of a single mechanism, or contributions from both mechanisms.

Type 1: Venous Pulsations as Windkessel Waveforms?

The venous diameter waveforms in S3 (Fig. 3) resemble the typical IOP pulsation waveform as produced by the uveal Windkessel effect (elastic storage and resistive outflow)\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^2\). This waveform (Fig. 8, Type 1) is a dampened, low-pass filtered version of the choroidal arterial pressure, presenting a slower upslope and a later and more rounded peak. Of relevance here, the later upslope onset begins approximately halfway of the arterial systolic upslope.

The resemblance of venous waveforms to typical IOP waveforms suggests some causal relationship. One explanation may be that the IOP pulsation is partially transferred to the venous pressure. A downstream modulation of the outflow resistance by the IOP has indeed been postulated, mediated, e.g., by IOP evoked deformation of the lamina cribrosa.\(^2\)\(^3\) This is not supported by the observed correlation between the retrobulbar velocity and IOP waveforms.\(^5\)\(^3\) This correlation suggested to those authors a dependence of the velocity over the IOP, and that outflow resistance remains constant throughout the pulse cycle in the subject shown.\(^5\)\(^3\) Until this has been observed in more subjects, the hypothesis of an outflow resistance modulated by IOP should be retained. This hypothesis may explain the relationship between venous pulsations and ICP pulsations.\(^3\)\(^0\) Without considering any causality of the second over the first; instead, the cerebral arterial waveform may be acting as the "hidden variable" and affect both IOP and ICP pulsation. While the ICP is not necessary in this hypothesis to explain lamina cribrosa resistance change, it may be involved as well, by contributing to modulate the translaminar pressure.\(^3\)\(^4\)

The localized nature of the pulsation added to the fact that the pulsation appears as a partial collapse support a fast reduction of the downstream resistance. Beside a possible modulation of the lamina cribrosa resistance, further downstream segments may present resistance variations due to exposition to surrounding ICP pulsation, such as invoked by Levine\(^2\)\(^3\) or Morgan.\(^3\)\(^0\) The pulsation waveform of the ICP also depends on a Windkessel effect, and thus could also explain the observed waveform.

The pulsation may not be solely attributed to the aforementioned mechanisms. Additional local or catalytic factors already hypothesized may be at play here, e.g., a local decrease in vessel stiffness due to change in vessel curvature or surrounding tissues,\(^5\) or the rhythmic collapse occurring in a Starling resistor system.\(^5\)\(^5\) The latter can potentially phase-lock on small up- or down-stream resistance pulsations, for example, due to IOP (direct effect on vessel or indirect effect on lamina cribrosa) and/or due to ICP.
Considering the presently highly underdetermined situation, it is likely that the mechanisms generating the pulsation will only be firmly identified using techniques providing comprehensive data along the venous flow, starting from the orbital microcirculation, through the laminar region, to the retro-orbital circulation and maybe further downstream, at high temporal resolution, and coupled with additional information on local tissue stiffness and external pressures (IOP/ICP).

**Type 2: Matched Arteriovenous Waveforms (Subject S9)**

Subject S9 shows a very close match between the arterial and venous waveforms. This indicates (1) good reliability of measurements, and (2) implies a pulsation etiology differing from Type 1.

The close waveform match is a marker of reliability considering that: (1) the two metrics differ: a lateral displacement for one and a diameter in the other, and thus are not prone to the same imaging related artifacts, (2) the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signals covers approximately 11 μm or approximately the width of 2 pixels, and (3) the measured objects, a vein and an artery, are of different nature.

The waveforms closeness leads us to hypothesize that, in S9, the venous pulsation originates through a direct modulation of the outflow resistance by the arterial pressure. Indeed, any intermediary element in the causal chain linking the arterial pressure to the venous pressures would likely disrupt the tight match observed. Such modulation can occur from two of the following already hypothesized mechanisms. First, a transfer through a common adventitia: As the central artery and central vein share a common rigid adventitial sheath inside the optic nerve, and as the arterial pressure rules over the venous pressure, the pulsating inflation of the artery will reduce the section available to the vein; this will lead to a pulsating outflow resistance, in turn affecting the upstream venous pressure. Second, a transfer through arteriovenous crossings: where veins and arteries cross each other’s nearby or inside the disk, leading to a pressure transfer. In both cases, fast coherence-based techniques allowing measuring the flow and diameter along vessels coursing through the optic nerve head, and retrobulbar color Doppler imaging may help identify the mechanism involved in the future.

Subject S9 presents no clinical finding but his peculiar venous pulsation raises the question whether it represents an early sign of congestion, as possibly in glaucoma or in central retinal vein occlusion, where such mechanisms have already been proposed. Interestingly, arteriovenous waveforms presented recently by Morgan et al. and measured in glaucomatous patients show a similar matching (data of Figure 3d after additional peak-to-peak normalization).

**Arterial Pulsation Not Necessarily a Pathophysiological Sign**

The arterial pulsation is used in this study as a marker of systole onset. Meanwhile, its high prevalence observed here calls for a side remark. Various pathologic conditions may lead to ophthalmoscopically observable retinal arterial pulsation: ocular ischemic syndromes, aortic regurgitation (Becker’s sign), hyperthyroidism, and when the IOP is higher than the diastolic but lower than systolic blood pressure. As Keyes and Hatcher pointed out in 1940, arterial pulsation is not necessarily pathologic; indeed we observed it in 9 of 12 healthy young volunteers. This high prevalence certainly relates to the ideal fundus recording conditions (clear ocular media, ideal fixation, and subject compliance) and the improved observations allowed by the image processing. As new retinal imaging techniques disseminate steeply, arterial pulsations will be observed increasingly frequently. Thus, the so far implicit instrument for observing this feature, the ophthalmoscope, should now be mentioned when describing arterial pulsations as a “highly suggestive” or “definitive” sign of diseases. Also seen in textbooks, the description of the “presence of an arterial pulsation” alone is misleading; while an “increased arterial pulsation” would be more appropriate while waiting for quantitative studies.

**Conclusions**

Fundus sequences recorded with a clinical SLO and processed to reveal vessel pulsations enabled us to simultaneously appraise the pulsation waveforms of retinal artery displacements and vein diameters as markers of arterial ocular systole and venous retinal pulsation pressures, respectively. Marked differences of waveforms among healthy patients reveal the need for time-course recording to quantify the venous pulsation and its temporal relationship with the intraocular arterial systole. The intersubject variation in venous pulsation waveforms implies that the venous outflow resistance, a bottleneck in retinal...
circulation though to be involved in various ocular pathologies, is likely governed by various mechanisms.
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